GAC Meeting with the ALAC

Session 13
Wednesday, 11 March 2020
How BEST to participate?

Adigo Dial-in Numbers:  https://www.adigo.com/icann
Zoom Dial-in Numbers:  https://zoom.us/zoomconference

English Audio:  http://stream.icann.org:8000/cun67-cozumel3-en.m3u
French Audio:  http://stream.icann.org:8000/cun67-cozumel3-fr.m3u
Spanish Audio:  http://stream.icann.org:8000/cun67-cozumel3-es.m3u

If you want your QUESTIONS/COMMENTS to be read out:
➢ Start your sentence with <QUESTION>  and end it with <QUESTION>
➢ Start your sentence with a <COMMENT>  and end it with <COMMENT>
Review our Expected Standards of Behavior when participating in ICANN Meetings.

Go to: http://go.icann.org/expected-standards

Review the ICANN Community Anti-Harassment Policy when participating in ICANN Meetings.

Go to: http://go.icann.org/anti-harassment

Do you have a question or concern for the ICANN Ombudsman?

Email ombudsman@icann.org to set up a meeting.
1. Welcome from the Chairs (5 mins)
   Manal Ismail, Chair of the GAC
   Maureen Hilyard, Chair of the ALAC

2. Subsequent Procedures (20 mins)
   Justine Chew, ALAC Member
   Luisa Paez, the Chair of the GAC Focus Group

3. EPDP (15 mins)
   Hadia Elminawwi and Alan Greenberg (ALAC)

4. AOB (5 mins)
   Manal Ismail, Chair of the GAC
   Maureen Hilyard, Chair of the ALAC